Agenda for 1st Pollinator Protection Workgroup (PPDC) Meeting

September 8, 1-3 PM

Call in number: 1-866-299-3188 / Conference Code: 703-305-5035

1. **Introduction** (Rick and Don)
   Recap of what we heard from PPDC (see “April 2011 PPDC PP Summary”)

2. **Ground Rules** (Mary)
   - Roll call of workgroup members
   - Introduce EPA participants
   - FACA Rules: Roles and responsibilities of a PPDC work group and its participants
     Administrative and Logistics
     - documents
     - meetings
     - using the portal
   - Meeting Reminders

3. **Background and Objectives** (Rick/Don)
   - Discuss Workgroup Objectives
     - Status of the science of pollinator risk assessment; where that brings OPP; how that informs the objectives of the workgroup.
     - Importance of working together and agreement
     - Subgroups, commitments, leaders and reporting back (via portal)

4. **Wrap-Up** (Rick/Don)
   - Next meeting (October 11, 1-5 PM)